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DVNLP & GNLC hide suspected Sex Offender
by Thies Stahl, 27.12.2017, update 17.01.2020 1
With the new foundation of their "Society for Neurolinguistic Coaching e.V. (GNLC)
as a parallel, competitor or successor club of the DVNLP, Cora Besser-Siegmund
offers DVNLP members a new club home. After their practitioner training, they will
complete a two-day additional training course on myostatics testing, the core of her
NLP-based wingwave method.
Those DVNLP members who are considering moving to the GNLC because of the
violations of the statutes and laws and derailments in the context of an abuse
complaint in their association should perhaps know that with all the new and
colourful things they hope to find in their new GNLC clubhouse, they will probably
not be spared a certain continuity in the bad: In terms of denying, concealing and
covering up sexual and power abuses, they are moving from the frying pan into the
fire.

"Perpetrator Protection" Associations
While the "active protection of offenders" in the DVNLP has only been introduced as
a generally accepted practice in recent years, Cora Besser-Siegmund already
practised it quietly when she founded her new GNLC by not only accepting into the
GNLC without hesitation a hidden addressee of an abuse complaint suppressed in
the DVNLP, but even accrediting him as a GNLC teacher trainer. The person in
question, the alleged sex offender XY2, the main person of the nuclear conflict of the
"Causa DVNLP"3, was and is hidden from the public in the DVNLP until today. The
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I have made his name anonymous here, as in my other texts, with XY.

"The perverse triangle as a recursive pattern in the DVNLP", "Violence, abuse, double
standards and the return of the repressed in the DVNLP", "DVNLP abandoned by all good spirits?
predetermined breaking point fascistoid-totalitarian slips and loss of self-control", "The NLP and
the madmen. The DVNLP corrupts its method", "'My beautiful delinquent German Association!'
DVNLP completes perpetrator-victim conversion", "Perpetrator Association DVNLP - Silence, Denial
and Repression", "DVNLP + GNLC hide suspected sex offender" and "Psychiatry. Not funny", as well

DVNLP is also keeping the file with the association's internal derailments and
embarrassing particularities of this case under lock and key.
So now XY has disappeared into the GNLC, which thus also recommends itself as a
"protection of perpetrators" association. His double membership in DVNLP and
GNLC, as exemplified by Cora Besser-Siegmund, gives XY a certain immunity as NLP
and NLC instructor and increases his chances of generally remaining unmolested: He
is held in office and dignity in both psycho-method associations as NLP, NLC and
Wingwave teaching trainer and coach, but is protected, covered and hidden from the
public as a psychologically unstable and allegedly dangerous and violent abuser.
According to the current state of the legal proceedings4, the DVNLP and GNLC
teacher trainer XY has a certain chance to stay that way thanks to Cora BesserSiegmund:
• The complainant and I are prohibited by injunctions supported by the DVNLP
from publicly naming the material of his crimes against sexual self-determination
to the detriment of her and her children, which he is accused of in the
complaints suppressed by the Board.
• The investigations against XY and the other suspected members of the
paedocriminal offender system from which she had withdrawn as a testifying key
witness were discontinued.
• The proceedings between the public prosecutor's office and the complainant for
libel against XY were also discontinued on 14 November 2017 with the consent
of the State Financial Procurator's Office and the complainant. A conspicuously
"perpetrator-friendly" expert opinion on the guiltiness of the defendant, which
was ordered for these proceedings, now lies in the basement of the court. In
addition to inadmissible references to my person, which the psychiatrist was
forced to omit in a second version, it used the files of the LKA and the StA as the
essential basis of its abstruse diagnostic argumentation5, in which the
synchronization of the pathologization by the DVNLP with the psychiatric
attempt of the perpetrator system, which was carried out by a criminal
manipulation of the communication with the authorities,6 is clearly recognizable.

as "Legal facts of the DVNLP case", "For which crimes is the DVNLP in the pillory", "DVNLP relies on
lying managers" and "DVNLP lies. Chronic".
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See legal facts of the "Causa DVNLP".
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Here is my analysis of communication theory and hypnotic language "Psychiatric expertise - a
gift for the pedocriminal offender system and the DVNLP".
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See the "dossier on victim-offender conversion".
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Double membership for offenders
With the continuation of the denial and perpetrator protection culture in her GNLC,
for which she is co-responsible in the DVNLP, Cora Besser-Siegmund has created an
unfavourable, mutually stabilising continuity for these two psycho-method
associations with regard to their basic policy:
Sacrifices must be made for the prosperity of business with the methods
NLP, NLC and Wingwave on the psycho-market of trainings, therapies and
coaching.
This virtual imperative, which is derived from the actions of Cora Besser-Siegmund
and her "Causa DVNLP"-members,7 seems to be valid also, and especially, when it
comes to human sacrifices and victims of humanity, e.g. when the sacrifice to be
made - as happened in the DVNLP - sometimes even requires the members to
disenfranchise other members completely, i.e. to deprive them of their membership
and human rights and even of their dignity by using physical violence.
Such a policy, as it has been lived in the DVNLP since the manipulation and deception
of the general meeting by the board of directors in 2014 and presumably taken over
by Cora Besser-Siegmund for the GNLC, results in considerable damage to the NLP,
and thus also to the NLC, in terms of corridor and erosion 8: The association officials
of both associations, who have become amnesiacs for their exemplary function, have
sacrificed the NLP basic concept of ecology 9 and thus committed treason at the heart
of the NLP.
Without naming it, or even reflecting on it, DVNLP and GNLC seem to orientate
themselves here at the proven practice of the Catholic Church10: For the sake of the
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The breaches of statute and law and the other, in part criminal, derailments of the "DVNLP
case" contributed to this: The current honorary members Martina Schmidt-Tanger, Dr. jur. Jens
Tomas, Cora Besser-Siegmund and Dr. Franz-Josef Hücker, as well as the current DVNLP honorary
prize winner Stephan Landsiedel and the spokesperson of the Mediation Section, Anita von
Hertel, and the then spokesperson of the regional group SH/HH of the DVNLP, Petra P..
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See footnote #21, also in my article "The NLP and the madmen. The DVNLP corrupts its
method" is about this topic and its effects in the practice of DVNLP practitioners.
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See footnote #27.
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Here another one than the perhaps already too much strained analogy "Abuse and the
Catholic Church": In Stalinist Russia for a while the motto applied that there would be no more
sexual crimes because communism was a way of life in which such crimes could not exist any
more. Thus the types of death of victims were re-declared, who were then buried secretly. People
who wanted to clear up these deeds were prevented from doing so and sent to Siberia. In a
similar way, in the DVNLP and GNLC with the NLP and Wingwave seminars, the nimbus of a way
of life and being is to be marketed, in which something like abuse of power no longer occurs,
since in NLP no power is exercised in terms of content, but only in terms of process, and in
Wingwave the myostatics test announces what and how to work on - and it cannot lie.
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preservation and the structures of power one must not be hesitant and not be
squeamish in cases of abuse of power: One must act with courage and
determination, because the successful spreading of the belief in NLP, Wingwave or
NLC unfortunately also justifies human sacrifices.

The curse of the evil deed: involvement of the GNLC in the "Causa DVNLP
Among other things, Cora Besser-Siegmund and four of her "Causa DVNLP"-members
have been awarded with the honorary membership and the honorary prize in the
DVNLP a year ago, because she has been responsible for the development of the
culture of protection of perpetrators in the DVNLP, which she has now brought into
the GNLC.
At least three years before the DVNLP "causa" escalates to 2014, Cora BesserSiegmund has already become part of the conflict between two DVNLP members,
which can be regarded as the initial and core conflict of this causa. This was created
between XY as a course attendant of my DVNLP Master Course 2010/2011 and a
participant of this course, who filed a complaint in 2013 in the DVNLP against this
course attendant for abuse of power and crimes against sexual self-determination.11
XY, whom I had warmly recommended as a psychotherapist and coach to the
participants of my DVNLP Master Course, began an abusive relationship with the
participant in question at the beginning of 2010 in the tutor role as course assistant
and also as her psychotherapist and coach. XY is decompensated for this abuse
relationship in need of treatment - according to his psychotherapist and Wingwave
trainer, Cora Besser-Siegmund, who treated XY for "quite serious depressive
decompensation" as part of her health insurance approval.
During the one-year master course, XY was involved with the complainant in very
different roles: In addition to his tutor role as course assistant, he was her
psychotherapist and coach, her employee in her youth welfare agency and her
training institute, a special system and family coach for her employees and for her
children, and furthermore her agent for secret assignments as escort within and
outside of the master course.
Together with the diagnosis of "depressive decompensation", the psychologist Cora
Besser-Siegmund published her "expert" opinion on the aetiology of these symptoms
within the DVNLP in March 201412: "This was triggered by the aforementioned
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See the report "Background to abuse complaints".
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Interestingly, this indiscretion ran over me, her former, fatherly trainer (in Gestalt and NLP
wipe 1979 and 1987) - as if she had known that I would not publicly use this indiscretion against
her. In 2014, I actually did not yet do so, when Cora Besser-Siegmund, together with Martina
Schmidt-Tanger, Dr. jur. Jens Tomas and Stephan Landsiedel, protected XY against me and the
complainant with the help of insidious attacks. I had entrusted this information exclusively to the
DVNLP association leadership Martina Schmidt-Tanger and Dr. jur. Jens Tomas, so that they could
initiate a corresponding multiple-party mediation within the association. Unfortunately, however,
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relationship [XYs to the complainant]. With this statement about causing the
desolate condition of her patient and Wingwave protégé XY, Cora Besser-Siegmund
quasi exculpated him as an abusive psychotherapist and coach in the DVNLP - this
relationship would have "finished him off", she essentially says with this. The fact
that DVNLP Teaching Trainer XY has exceeded all professional ethical limits in the
course of an abuse of power and thus acted to the detriment of his patient and client
is not mentioned in this communication. It appeared that Cora Besser-Siegmund was
more concerned here with attributing blame to the complainant as a DVNLP
member, with whom she herself, as a DVNLP teaching trainer, was involved in
personal conflicts together with DVNLP member XY.
In so doing, she expressed an indirect attribution of guilt to a person "close to her
psychotherapy patient" (through me) within the meaning of the Professional Code of
Conduct of the Chamber of Psychotherapists,13 to another person "close to him" (the
complainant). By this statement, which violated the psychotherapeutic abstinence
commandment and indirectly attributed blame for the mental state of her patient
XYs to the complainant - not only in her private but also in her professional (DVNLP)
context - she did not violate the personal rights of XYs, but above all those of the
complainant.
Cora Besser-Siegmund's psychotherapy with XY, she writes in our mail exchange in
March/April 2014, first took place in 2011, "when he and ... [the complainant] had a
relationship", and then again from the beginning of 2014. XY resumed therapy with
her at the time when the complainant made serious allegations of abuse and bullying
against him and some participants in the master group at the time and in connection
with these allegations the conflicts in the DVNLP escalated. Due to the complete loss
of neutrality of the board of directors, these conflicts, from which Cora BesserSiegmund could hardly stay out of14, became the "DVNLP cause", which basically
consisted of the fact that XY was unilaterally supported by Cora Besser-Siegmund
and his other helpers in the association and at the same time hidden from the public.
Cora Besser-Siegmund's breach of confidentiality in the DVNLP probably contributed
considerably to this escalation and its outcome, the exclusion of the complainant,
which is contrary to the statutes and the law, since she indirectly stigmatises the
complainant as a woman with whom it is better not to have a relationship because
otherwise one could possibly also magically suffer a "depressive decompensation".

they did not do so; instead, they allied themselves with Cora Besser-Siegmund and the
complainant's other partners in the conflict in order to exclude her and me from the DVNLP by
criminal means.
13

Since Cora Besser-Siegmund has manifestly infringed them, the appellant and I have lodged a
corresponding complaint against her with the Psychotherapeutic Association, before whose Board
of Appeal she will probably have to answer. For the details of these violations see the chapter
"Questionable psychotherapy at the beginning of the 'cause DVNLP'" in "'My beautiful delinquent
German Association!' DVNLP completes perpetrator-victim conversion".
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See footnote #13.
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At the very least, Cora Besser-Siegmund's indiscretion within the DVNLP did not
contribute to a conflict resolution within the association, but rather to the decision
of the board of directors that the alleged wife-beater and sex offender XY must be
protected from the complainant. The DVNLP leadership succeeded very effectively in
doing just that by officially criminalizing and pathologizing her as a mentally
disturbed false accuser - i.e. through a radical victim-offender-reversion process
conducted by the DVNLP, which the executive board 15 synchronized with a victimoffender-reversion process already initiated against the complainant outside the
DVNLP.
As his Wingwave instructor and psychotherapist, Cora Besser-Siegmund knew at that
time about the difficult personal and group dynamic situation into which XY, hiding
from me as his instructor, had brought himself with the complainant and others,
with both participants entangled in problematic relationships. In the said exchange
of e-mails with her, I criticized the indiscretion of her statement that the depressive
decompensation of her patient XY "was triggered by the said relationship [of the
complainant with him]" in this way:
"Had you had more time for this mail [in which she made this guilty statement], you
would have surely formulated it differently. Even if only to exclude that this sentence
could be misunderstood as meaning that not only the relationship with [the
complainant] had triggered his serious depressive decompensation, but that [the
complainant] himself had triggered it. With a little more time, you would have
formulated this statement more systemically, with a somewhat higher resolution of
the depth structure: "Your patient [XY] was resigned and saddened to have been
confronted with and at the mercy of problematic aspects of himself in a relationship
constellation which he could no longer eliminate or integrate.
"He himself staged this constellation of relationships as a companion in the
relationship with the participant ... [the complainant], which had been hidden from
me for one and a half years, in systemic co-creation with ... [the complainant], with
the less presentable sides of other course participants and with me - as a leader who
was actively kept ignorant with lies. And in close cooperation with key persons in
their network of violent and exploitative relationships, of which, according to ... [the
complainant], he became an important part, after ... reports that were credible to
me. ... [XY] worked together with someone who, according to court records, has been
threatening to murder me and [the complainant] for two years, also according to
police reports, and who, together with others, has been charged with serious offences
by [the complainant].
"In order to avoid further injunctions being sought against me by ... [XY], I am not
allowed to tell you what specific offences are contained in ...'s [complainant] reports

15

For details see "'My beautiful delinquent German Association!' DVNLP completes perpetratorvictim-reversion", "Perpetrator Association DVNLP - Silence, Denial and Repression" and "Dossier
Perpetrator-Victim-Repatriation".
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against him and the other persons he has reported. I am, however, allowed to inform
you that I have reported him [XY] for failure to provide assistance and for abuse of
power within an asymmetrical educational, psychotherapeutic and coaching
relationship.
"I hope for ... [XY] that he can work through this understandably depressing, guilty
entanglement with you. And I hope that you will be able to help him with all your
skills to organize the resources he needs to face his guilt and to turn around and to
acknowledge the need for compensation for the people who have suffered
considerable damage because of him. These are also ... [the complainant]'s children
whom she has not been able to see for two years [in 2017 for more than five], to
which, according to her credible reports, ... ́s [XYs] complete immersion in the existing
structure of her network of relationships has contributed decisively.
Not only was Cora Besser-Siegmund informed via this e-mail about XY's powerabusive training, psychotherapy and coaching relationship with the complainant, but
also about a publication16 in the complainant's blog, which contained, in addition to
her correspondence with the board of directors, which she felt had behaved badly,
also a copy of her application 17 for referral of her complaint against XY submitted to
the DVNLP Arbitration Commission on 23 August 2013.
When the complainant asked Cora Besser-Siegmund at the beginning of 2014
whether she would be able to take the supervision lessons she needed to obtain her
teaching trainer licence, Cora Besser-Siegmund replied, "It was important to me, To
tell you the reason for the therapy at that time [the depressive decompensation of
XY was triggered by his relationship with the complainant], so that you understand
that ... [the complainant] would not be in good hands with me for teacher-coachings
and that I am therefore not the right person to coach ... [the complainant]. It
wouldn't have been ok that I offered her these hours and she only found out later or
even by chance that [XY] was my patient in 2011 and is back now.
This thoughtful-sounding statement by Cora Besser-Siegmund makes it clear that she
had taken the complainant's side in conflict XY/complainant and that assistance in
initiating any kind of internal conciliation or mediation was obviously not an option
for her. Three months later, as mentioned above, she even took the side of her
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I informed Cora Besser-Siegmund by e-mail of this "self-defence" publication by the
complainant, who was disenfranchised, criminalised and pathologised in the association, with the
instruction to download it quickly before the DVNLP "collects it by injunction". Cora BesserSiegmund did not, as I hoped, take note of this publication as an information background in order
to advocate a fair intra-association mediation of the conflicts in the DVNLP (of which, as is clear
today, it was an essential part), but to use it specifically against the complainant, by leaving my email reference to this publication to XY, so that he could put me, as an assistant to the
complainant, together with her in a criminal light in court.

17

See under "Materials for Processing in the DVNLP": "Complainant's request to the Arbitration
Commission not dealt with in accordance with the Statutes".
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Wingwave training candidate and patient XY so clearly that she supported18 him
outside the association in the latter's judicially conducted slander campaign against
the complainant and me - secretly and together with the other DVNLP perpetrators,
who had their own and probably equally obscure motives for "disposing" of the
complainant from the DVNLP.
So Cora Besser-Siegmund knew about the conflicts that XY, as an assistant in my
master course, had with the then student, whose psychotherapist and coach he was
at the same time. XY obviously could not solve these conflicts, neither alone, nor
together with the participant, nor with his therapist Cora Besser-Siegmund and the
participant together.19 Even I, as his teacher and trainer, could not help XY, as he had
hidden his problematic and ethically questionable relationship with the participant
from me and his real need in his relationship with her behind an elaborate construct
of lies20.
In contrast to me, Cora Besser-Siegmund already knew at that time about the plight
of her patient and Wingwave assistant. But his strong inner conflict towards me,
which I was21not only his current and former instructor, but also her own former
instructor, XY could obviously not solve in the years 2010 to 2012 with the help of his
Wingwave instructor and psychotherapist Cora Besser-Siegmund - or better, was
only able to "solve" it in such a way that not he, but the complainant informed me
shortly before the end of the one-year master's course about her relationship with
XY - and very much later also about XY's dubious activities and business in the
background of my master's course that involved the complainant in a problematic
way.
XY accompanied and attended NLP and constellation courses with me until the
beginning of 2013. Obviously Cora Besser-Siegmund could not or did not want to
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See footnote #16.
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According to the reports of the complainant suppressed in the DVNLP, during and also before
his psychotherapy in 2011, the problematic relationship in my master course was the subject of a
discussion between XY, Cora Besser-Siegmund and the complainant. Cora Besser-Siegmund would
not have tried to persuade her and XY to inform me about their difficult relationship in my
master's course, which involved other participants in a group-dynamic problematic way - which
became the starting point for a violent mobbing against the complainant. She would have said to
them that she would speak to me about it - but she did not.
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The complainant reports that, as XY's client for staff coaching and group sessions in her
company and also as a person painfully affected herself, she had spoken to him about his
problems with violence and women, which had also become apparent in his coaching and group
training sessions. The inner conflict of XY towards me would also have included whether or not he
should confide in me, even with his tendency to violent abuse of his "office" as psychotherapist
and coach.

21

How XY experienced and processed this kind of pathological triangulation, spoken in a family
analogy, he may tell the Complaints Committee of the Psychotherapeutic Association, if they
question him as a patient injured by the psychotherapist Cora Besser-Siegmund.
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encourage Wingwave Assistant XY, who belongs to her institute, to talk to me about
his abusive psychotherapeutic NLP and Wingwave sessions in the background of my
master course. Rather, it seems that Cora Besser-Siegmund encouraged her
Wingwave assistant and patient XY to deny the abuse allegations made against him
in the DVNLP and in court. And above all, it also seems as if she has turned a blind
eye to the "trivial offence" of a power-asymmetrical relationship with his client and
patient, for which he might have been punished enough by his depressive
decompensation. This would at least correspond exactly to the attitude which the
systemically naive, apparently confused and overstrained22 DVNLP board of directors
has probably adopted towards member XY in the "DVNLP case", who violated § 174 c
of the German Criminal Code - since the indirect assignment of blame made by her
as a psychologist fitted in well with the pathologizations already spread by her
psychologist colleague Martina Schmidt-Tanger in the DVNLP, which denigrate the
person of the complainant.
While the DVNLP board of directors, astonishingly uninformed in these matters, had
assumed that a DVNLP course assistant as NLP coach and also as psychotherapist
(HP) can enter into an intimate relationship with a participant in a quite and ethically
unobjectionable way (even hidden from his DVNLP course leader), Cora BesserSiegmund, as his licensed psychological psychotherapist, will have known that it was
not only a difficult course-assistant-participant relationship, but also a justifiable
abusive psychotherapist-patient relationship. After all, she was so well informed
about them that, with regard to his "depressive decompensation" through me, her
new partner, she spread her psychological expert opinion into the professional and
also private relationship system of the complainant that the cause of the desolate
psychological state of her previous relationship partner XY would be his
"relationship" with the complainant. However, she did not mention the problematic
and complex role mixes in his professional relationship with XY, who is primarily
responsible for her coaching and psychotherapy. 23
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Who, in his confusion and excessive demands, acted criminally when he told the SPIEGEL in a
DVNLP statement, "Thies Stahl is one of the outstanding personalities of NLP. The board is all the
more shocked by the depths to which Mr. Stahl has gone to save the honour of his life
companion..." The DVNLP forgot to mention which of the crimes committed against the
complainant in the DVNLP (among others as a consequence of the conflict-stricken
psychotherapist and Wingwave trainer Cora Besser-Siegmund) made my rescue attempts
necessary.
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What her personal conflict with the complainant was about and what interesting "triadic"
role mixing she was involved in with XY and the complainant, i.e. what ultimately caused her to
violate the abstinence rule so seriously in this relationship triangle, will probably have to be
explained by Cora Besser-Siegmund to the Board of Appeal of the Psychotherapeutic Association.
It is very unlikely that she will tell there that she actively intervened, in the real life of her patient
outside the therapy situation and even in a court case, in the existential conflicts of her patient
with his former intensive care relationship partner, whom she had never met personally and of
whose existence she only knew from the reports of her patient in his therapy sessions.
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Cora Besser-Siegmund might of course want to claim that when she resumed the
psychotherapy of 2011 with XY at the beginning of 2014, she did not know about his
abuse relationship that was hidden in my master course 2010/11. But she probably
won't do that, because then she would have to admit that she has been deceived
and lied to not only by her psychotherapy patient XY, but also by her long-time
Wingwave training candidate and assistant XY. But to admit that you have been lied
to and cheated by a long-time training candidate is not easy - as I24 know from my
own experience with XY. Such an admission would certainly be even more difficult
for Cora Besser-Siegmund than it was for me at the time. After all, XY was not only
her Wingwave training candidate, but also extensively her coaching client and
psychotherapy patient.25

The "cause DVNLP" is the "cause GNLC"
The founding of the GNLC took place in 2014 at the same time as the escalation of
the "DVNLP case" and the membership and human rights violations committed
against the complainant under the joint responsibility of Cora Besser-Siegmund in
the DVNLP in favour of her protégé XY. The cover-up of her contributory cause of this
causa and the grand coalition of denial, concealment and suppression that her GNLC
and the DVNLP have entered into with each other probably sealed Cora BesserSiegmund's decision to accept DVNLP honorary membership: At the latest with this
questionable honouring the "Causa DVNLP" became the "Causa GNLC".
The "cell division" of the DVNLP into these now two psycho-method associations,
DVNLP and GNLC, has perpetuated Cora Besser-Siegmund's joint responsibility for
the crimes of the DVNLP case as a "genetic" legacy. This, and the fact that she
continues to protect the DVNLP coach, psychotherapist and DVNLP Teaching Trainer
XY in her Wingwave and NLC environment, who is presumably dangerous for his
clients, and has even made him a GNLC accredited NLC Teaching Trainer,
perpetuates the tabooing of the NLP/NLC affinity for violence 26 in DVNLP, and thus
probably also in the GNLC. And this is, besides the betrayal of the original concept of

24

Four years ago, in order to protect the complainant who had been harmed by XY, I publicly
admitted that I had overlooked something as crucial as a textbook-like complete "Jekyll & Hyde"
dissociation in a trainee.

25

In addition, Cora Besser-Siegmund would probably have to answer some theoretically
demanding questions about the reliability of the myostatics test, which the Wingwave-NLC
praises as a "compass to the solution", with the help of which the therapist can quickly find the
topics that should be worked on. Cora Besser-Siegmund would have to explain under which
transmission-countertransmission and personal involvement conditions the muscle test as the
basis of all Wingwave and NLC interventions can lose its reliability.

26

See "Violence, abuse, double standards and the return of the repressed in the DVNLP".
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the NLP of ecology27, the real disservice that Cora Besser-Siegmund and her "Causa
DVNLP" accomplices have done to the NLP - and thus of course also to her NLC.

27

The DVNLP and GNLC leaderships, who have become amnesiacs for their exemplary function,
have sacrificed the NLP basic concept to ecology. With this they have betrayed the heart and
spirit of NLP. These psycho-associations of stupid-bourgeois double standards have
unceremoniously disposed of a woman who had the courage to point out in her complaint
something that is not in order in the common theoretical and socially lived system of the
organized NLP and NLC and urgently needs to be checked, in a radical perpetrator-victimreversion process. It's as if an annoyed officer on duty in a complex technical facility that is
potentially dangerous for the environment were to smash an important display instrument with
targeted hammer blows - and thereby risk the super-GAU of this facility.
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